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ABSTRACT
Many programs have latent bugs that cause the program to fail. In
order to fix a failing program, is it crucial to be able to reproduce the
failure consistently. However, reproducing a failure can be di!cult
and time-consuming, especially when the failure is discovered by a
user in a deployed application.

We present ReCrash, an approach to reproduce failures e!ciently,
both locally and in deployed applications, without any changes to
the host’s environment, and with low execution overhead.

During execution, ReCrash e!ciently stores part of the state of
method arguments. If the program fails, ReCrash uses the stored
information to create unit tests that reproduce the failure. This
is e"ective because programs written in object-oriented style rely
mostly on near-by state.

This demo presents ReCrashJ, an implementation of ReCrash for
Java. We show the ReCrashJ Eclipse plug-in (for developers) and
the ReCrashJ command-line modules (for deployed software).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D2.5 [Testing and Debugging]: Monitors and Tracing; F3.1 [Logics
and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying and Rea-
soning about Programs

General Terms
Languages, Theory
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1. Introduction
It is di!cult to find and eliminate a software failure, and espe-

cially to verify a solution, without the ability to consistently repro-
duce the failure. This demo presents ReCrash, a technique that sim-
plifies the task of reproducing failures. ReCrash reproduces failures
that were discovered in deployed applications.

ReCrash automatically converts a failing program execution into
a set of deterministic, self-contained unit tests. Each of the unit
tests reproduces the same failure by starting the execution from
a di"erent snapshot (checkpoint) of the system taken during the
execution.
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Reproducing a failure found in a deployed application is hard,
even when program inputs, environmental variables, and GUI ac-
tions are available. Existing techniques either require changes to
the host environment [10], [7], [11] or supply only one snapshot
(checkpoint) of the system before the reproducible failure [3, 6, 9,
12]. Our technique requires no changes to the host environment
and supplies the developer with multiple snapshots of the system
before the failure. Execution from each snapshot leads to the orig-
inal observed failure. Having multiple snapshots of the system can
be useful in finding the underlying bug, as the developer might get
a better view of the cause of failure. In addition, some snapshots
allow the developer to debug the failure quickly using a shorter ex-
ecution instead of a longer execution that exposes the same failure.

2. ReCrash
This section briefly describes the ReCrash technique, implemen-

tation, optimizations, limitations, and experimental results. More
details appear in our ECOOP 2008 paper [1].

2.1 Technique
ReCrash is based on the following characteristics of object ori-

ented programs: bugs are dependent on small parts of the heap,
important state is encapsulated nearby, and global information is
not used excessively. Thus, in order to reproduce a method’s exe-
cution it might not be necessary to store the entire transitive state
of the methods’ arguments on entry.

ReCrash has two phases: monitoring and test case generation. In
the monitoring phase, ReCrash maintains a shadow call-stack con-
taining partial state of the arguments to the methods on the original
call-stack. The part of the transitive state of the arguments that is
not copied into the shadow stack refers to the original objects on
the heap. When the program fails (i.e., crashes), ReCrash serial-
izes the shadow stack contents, including all heap objects referred
to from the shadow stack.

In the test generation phase, ReCrash generates candidate tests
by calling methods from the de-serialized shadow call stack. Each
test executes the original method using the de-serialized receiver
and arguments (stored at the time of the crash). ReCrash filters all
test candidate that do not reproduce the original failure.

ReCrash outputs multiple tests to create a better view of the fail-
ure for the developer. For example, tests that call methods from the
top of the call stack may not provide enough context to find the er-
ror, while tests that call methods from the bottom of the call-stack
provide more context, but are less likely to reproduce the original
failure and may contain extraneous, distracting details.

2.2 Optimizations
ReCrash’s time and space overheads are mostly determined by
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the cost of storing the state of arguments. We have considered two
orthogonal ways to reduce overhead: reducing the depth of copied
state for the method’s arguments, and monitoring fewer methods.
The full paper [1] evaluates the tradeo"s between performance and
reproducibility for the di"erent alternatives.

2.2.1 Depth of Copying Arguments
This section considers di"erent strategies for copying arguments

(including the receiver) at the method entry. Copy strategies di"er
in the amount of state copied into the shadow stack on method en-
try. The rest of the argument state refers to the original objects (that
might get side-e"ected).

The di"erent copying strategies, in order of increasing overhead,
are: reference (depth-0) copy only the reference; shallow (depth-
1) copy the direct fields of the arguments; depth-i copy an argu-
ment to a specified depth of dereferences; deep copy the entire
transitive state.

ReCrash has an additional copying option, used-fields, applica-
ble to all copying strategies except reference. In the used-fields
mode ReCrash performs the selected copy strategy on the argu-
ments, and also copies all the used fields of the arguments. A field
is used if it is read or written in the method; ReCrash uses a sim-
ple static pointer analysis to determine the applicable set of fields.
Since the method is likely to depend on that set of fields, copying
them increases the chance of reproducing the failure.

ReCrash always uses the reference strategy for immutable pa-
rameters (calculated using the technique presented in [2]).

2.2.2 Monitoring Fewer Methods
ReCrash need not monitor methods that are unlikely to expose

or reveal problems, or that cannot be used in the generated tests.
Those include empty methods, non-public methods, and simple
methods such as getters and setters.

It would be most e!cient to only monitor methods that will fail.
However, it is impossible to compute this set of methods in ad-
vance. One way of approximating this set is by storing the set
of methods that already failed, updating the set each time a new
method fails.

This is the underlying idea behind second chance, a mode of op-
erating ReCrash that only monitors methods that have contributed
to a failure at least once. In second chance mode, ReCrash ini-
tially monitors no method calls. If a failure occurs, then on future
executions ReCrash enables method argument monitoring for all
methods found on the (real) stack back-trace at the time of the fail-
ure.

2.3 Usage Modes
ReCrashJ is our implementation of ReCrash for Java. ReCrashJ

has two modes of operation: Eclipse plug-in and stand-alone instru-
mentation. The plug-in allows the developer to execute a ReCrash-
enabled program (configurable with all the optimizations), and it
automatically generates the set of unit tests if the program fails.

In stand-alone mode the software vendor distributes a ReCrash-
enabled program. When the program fails, the instrumented pro-
gram automatically (or manually) sends the shadow stack to the
vendor’s ReCrashJ server. The server runs the test generation phase
and sends the tests that reproduces the original failure to the devel-
opers.

2.4 Experimental Study
Evaluation on real applications indicates that ReCrashJ is e"ec-

tive, scalable and useful. Below is a summary of the experimental
results [1].

• ReCrashJ reproduced 11 real failures from the Eclipse Java
compiler1, SVNKit2, BST [4, 5]3, and JSR308 [8]. In our
experiments, ReCrashJ was able to reproduce every failure
we tried.

• ReCrashJ’s run-time overhead with the shadow+ used-fields
copying strategy was 13%–64%. In second-chance mode the
overhead dropped to 0%–1.7%.

• In a small survey, developers confirmed the usefulness of the
tests generated by ReCrashJ in debugging failures.

3. Conclusions
In this demo, we show the ReCrash technique, and our imple-

mentation for Java, ReCrashJ. We believe that ReCrash can im-
prove programmer productivity by reducing the time it takes to re-
produce failures.

ReCrashJ is publicly available at http://pag.csail.mit.edu/reCrash/.
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